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ABSTRACT: Surround sound DOW appears as a feature on a myriad of consumer audio products.. Much ooniiIllion e;<;sls rcgudiog the 
function and capabilities of such systems. This article discusses the range of 'surround sound' systems available and explains two 

fundamental principles of operation. This leads 10 a disc",".ion of the capabilities and limitations of current systems and HIre\yfuture -
1 INTRODUCTION 
The term "Surround Sound" has been used to describe a 
number of products and systems. The frequent use of this term 
has watered down its impact. This article describes a range of 
past and present surround sound systems discussing their 
technical merit. It addresses the questions - What is "SUIround 
Sound"? What can it offer consumers, now and in the future? 

Some simple systems merely aim to make a differenco in 
the produced sound. The technical details of these so called 
'surround sound' systems are often lost in the marketing hype 
Many 'surround' or stereo expanders are little more than 
selective gain boosters, adding bass, treble and amplifying the 
stereo difference. 

Other surround sound systems offer a complete new 
approach to the fel:{Irding and reproduction of audio. They 
can create a listening experience well beyond that of standard 
two channel stereo - fully imrnersive audio. Several multi
channel audio systems and media {onnals have been 
developed and arc now readily available at a consnmer level 

Adoption of new technology requires a reason to change. 
In the past, advances beyond two-channel stereo, such as 
quadraphonic, have not had great collllnmer success. The 
reader may ask, what has changed now ? 

Consumer surround sound is being driven by 'home 
theatre' - recreating the 111OV1e sound track experience in 
the home. 
Advanced media such as the Digital Versatile Disc (DVD) 
has made multi-channel audio practical and convenient. 
The availability and capability of advanced digital signal 
processing has made the technology for recording and 
playback ofsurround audio more affordable 

The range of surround sound product on the market is growing 
rapid1yand will continue to do so. 

2 TYPES OF SYSTEM 
Acoustical events generale sound pressure waves or variations 
at the point of observation. This can be described as a sound 
field - pressure variations about the mean air pressure. A 
listener at the observation point perceives this sound field 
through the senses (hearing, touch and perhaps sight through 
the effect on objects around the listener). To simulate or 
reproduce an acoustical event we can either attempt to recreate 
the sound field or just the eft'cct on the senses. 
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2.1 Sound Field 

A sound field system aims 10 recreate the acoustical pressure 
field over a region of space. Such a system is independent of 
the listener in the sense that a representation of an acoustical 
event is recreated even if no listener is present. 

Sound field systems typicaUy use a multitude of speakers 
to reproduce sounds originatiug from different directions. 
The goal may not always be to recreate the exact sound field, 
but rather something which will be perceived as similar Of 

convey thc appropriate infonnation. 
This type of system i~ wen truited to delivering surround 

sound to a large audience. However to accurately represeut a 
sound field over a large rcgion of space a very large munber 
ofchanne\s would be required [1]. 

2.2 Binaural 

Rather than recreating an actual sound field, binaural systems 
attempt to reproduce an appropriate stimulation of the 
listener's anditory senses. By controlling the sound only in the 
region oflbe ean; (as with headphones) it is possible to control 
the excitation oflbe listener's eardrums. This can resnlt in the 
perception of complex spatial sound. 

Binaural systems deal with only two channels of 
information. Through direct recording or appropriate 
processing, these two signals are constructed to represent the 
pressure variatioru; experienced at the eardrums of a head 
placed in the desired sound field. When using headphones, 
the transmission path from the headphone driver to the 
eardrum can be measured and inverted 10 compensate for the 
effects of the ear canal 

Complexities arise with binaural systems due to the fact 
that each individual has a unique head related transfer 
function (HRTF) [2]. Psycho-acoustic effects can strongly 
bias the perceived sound when it is not consistent with visual 
cnes. Despite these drawbacks it is still possible to control the 
perceived position of sound sonrces nsing binaural 
techniques. 
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Binaural systems have the advantage of a smaller signal 
space. Less information is required \0 produce a surround 
sound cxperience. However. once a signal is reduced to a 
binaural form, the listener is no longer free to experience the 
effect of moving in the sound fi eld. Small rotations of the 
head are useful for resolving sound souree locations - this 
mechanism is lost once a signal is reduced 10 static binaural 
f~ 

2.3J1ybridSystems 

The distinction between the two types of systems is not always 
easy. Hybrid systems may use a combination of the two. 

The premise of 3 lrans3l1fal system is to deliver a binaural 
signal using speakers [3 , 4]. Processing of the binaural signals 
must be carried out to cancel the speaker cross talk and hcad 
related transfer funetions. The goal is to achieve independcnt 
control of the pre~sure al each of the listener's eardrums using 
two or more speakcrs. Thtml is a fundamental limitation of 
the region of control and the bandwidth. For full bandwidth, 
accuratetransauraldcliverylhclistcnerand speaker locations 
must be known to within a few ccntimetres 

A sound field audio signal can be monitored over head
phones. By simulating the transfer functions of the speakers 
to the listener's ears, an appropriate binaural signal can he 
constructed from the sound field recording. The transfer 
funetions model the interactions ofthe playback speakers, lis
tening room acoustics and head related transfer functions. 
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Figure I. Two~1Iame1 staoo configuration 

3 CURRENT SYSTEMS 
3.I Slereo 

Stereo is not confmed to tv", channels [4] - cinema stereo in 
th~ 1950's employed fOllf channels of audio [5]. The LP 
phonograph became the first major consumer stereo fonnal 
and provided only two channels due to physical constraints. 
Since then the tenn stereo has become associated with two 
channel audio recording and playback. In its basic fonn a 
stereo system is a sound field type system which can create 
the illusion of virtual sound sourees between the two speakers 
(Figure I ). 

Depending on the recording techniques used, a stereo 
recording can eomain binaurally encoded infonnation and 
produce a larger sound image ,pace over headphones or 
speakers. 

The optimal listening position is along a line bisecting the 
two speakers. This area is known as the 'sweet spot'. As the 
listener moves away from this region, the quality of the sound 
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field imaging will degrade - sound images initially between 
the speakers will become unstable ami collapse to Ihe nearest 
speaker. 

FronI5pNktrs 0 
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Figure 2. QuadTllphoniccoofiguration 

3.2 QUADRAPHONIC 
Several techniques were developed for delivering more than 
two channels of audio in the early 70s. Typically the additional 
two channels were encoded on top of the existing two 

channels. There Were several standards, each requiring its 
own decoder. 

Quad systems represent a sound field Iype surround 
system covering 360 degrees in a planar array (Figure 2). The 
9()..dcgree scparation between speaker<; tends to leave holes in 
the sound imaging. panicularly at the front centre. 

Quad systcms were not associated with movie program 
material and did not offer a significant advantage to 
consumers For audio program material. The presence of 
competing and incompatible standards created confusion in 
the market. As a resu lt of this and other contributing factors, 
quad systems were not commercially successful. 

3.3 Mahi.l Stereo 

In the mid to late 70s, matrix techniqucs similar to those used 
for quadraphonic were used for film '"-,und [5]. Four channels 
of audio infonnation could be encoded on only two channels 
by exploiting the phase relationships between the channels 

The Dolby MP Matrix encodes two extra channels as 
matched phase and opposing phase additions to the left and 
right channels (Figure 3 [6]). In decoding, the centro channel 
is derived from the sum of the Lt and RT channels while the 
surround is derived from the dilference. The matrix encoding 
and decoding process is degenerative and can only achieve 
3dB channel separation between adjaccnt channels [6] 

A speaker layout suitable for film sound was adopted with 
loft and right plus a centre dialog channel and a surround 
elfecls channel (Figure 4). Dolby Stcreo became the standard 
distribution format for film sound using optical encoding of 
the Dolby MP Matrix rn'D-i:hannel soundtrack on the film [5] 
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Figurt!4. DolbySurroundcOllfigtW~tion 

Rathcrthan creating an accurate sound fi eld, these systems are 
conccrned with reproducing a desired cinematic experience. 
'111c surround channel is uscd to create enveloping effects and 
ambience rather than exact sound souree image locations. 
The centre channel is used to create a stable front sound image 
across the entire audience - a larger 'sweet spot'. This 
represents a signi ficant improvement over hvo-channel stereo 

As video recorders became popular in the llOs, matrix 
stereo surround found its way into the home. Con~urner 

Dolby Surround decoders allowed recreation of the filar 
channel moyie sound track from a tvr'o channel video sollree. 
A pair of diffusc radiating speakers is generally used to 

appropriatclyrcproducethcsurround channel. 
Active stccring was introduced to improve the deced ing 

process. Through monitoring the relative levels of the decoded 
channels, the intended solmd direction can be estimated. An 
additional gain stage is included in the decoder to 'steer ' the 
sound in that direction, emphasizing the effective channel 
sepanlllon 

[}Qlby ProLogic incorporates active steering and became 
a"",,ilable in consumer products in 1987. This gave an 
effective channel separation for a steered sound source of 
37d8 [6] . The add itional processing introduces arti facl8 as 
the active matrix responds to the input and steers the output 
this is known as 'pumping '. 

Even with steering, all channel tnatrixing processes, 
including Dolby ProLogic, suffer a fundanu.ntal limitati<m. 
The four channels derived from the maTrix stereo signal are not 
fully independent. Both the surround and centre channcls ha\'e 
reduced bandwidth [6]. Compl icated aoou:>tical event , with 
many sinluitaDcous dispersed sound sourees cannot be 
accurately recreated 

Another matrixed surround format is Circle Surround. 
This process claims improved channel separation and steering 
over Dolby ProLogic [121 

3.4 AmbisonlCi 

Ambisonics is a hierarchi cal system for tbe optimal 
representation of sound fields. It is based on spherical 
harmonic expansions of the wave equation [I , 7). The 
techniques involved have been dcvc:loped from a combination 
of acousTical control and psycho-acoustic principles to 
correctly match important auditory locillisati<m cues 

Ambisonicsisnottiedtoanyparticularspeakerlayoutand 
represents a very flexible and gcncric way of recording, 
simulating and re-L,."ating three dimensional sound. It has 
foond applications in large lUldio displays for virtual reality, 
artistic presentations and theme park en tertainment. 

Sever,,1 consumer .urround decoders offer an Ambisonic 
decode mode. A limited amount of program material is 
available for these decoders in a matrixed stereo fonnal 
Although the system is well founded in theory and can deliver 
excelleot results, in practice iT has nOl found a market beyond 
surround enthusiasts. The process of correctly setting up an 
Ambisonic decoder and '1"'aker array is quite compl". 
Hopefully support for th is fennat will continue - it represents 
a good option for true sound field recordings on emerging 
multi-channel audio m~dia 

3.5Multl-channcl Digital Formats 

To overcome the limit3lions of matrix surround for movie 
soundtracks, multi_channel digital fonnats WeTe introduced. 
Dolby Digital 5.1 CAC-3) and DTS were introduced as com
peting standards for theatre sound around 1992. Both use 
compression algorithms to reduce the multi-charnel sound 
track to a manageable amount of digital data [8, II, i3J. 
Dolby Digital typically uscs a higher compression ratio than 
DTS. Qualitative oompari son oflhe two compre.sion schemes 
is a contenti<>us issue 

Dolby Digital and DTS offer 6 independent channels of 
audio for a cinema configuration - three from channels, two 
rear or surround channels and a low frequency cffecT (LFE) 
channel (Figure 5). The rear chanllcls are usually line arrays 
of S]:ICaker:s in a theatre to reproduce a diffu.«e sound field. 

Both of these formats are now available in consumer prod
ucts. Dolby Digital has secured a greater share of tho market 
by leading the way in a'll;labl~ media . More laser discs pro
vide an AC-3. audio stream compared to DTS tides. The 
option of an AC-3 audio stream has been integrated into the 
DVD video ,tandard around the world. Dolby Digital trans
missions are expeCTed to accompany digital TV broadcasting 
later this year in the US. 
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Fi"'Ilre5.SpeakerconfIguration5.[ 

Tho sound quality is a significant improvement OVer ana
log matrix stcrco. The ovcra11 audio experience can be more 
convincing and enveloping. With an insta lled baso in place, 
the S.I configuration is also ht:ing used for audio only mater
ial. There are many DTS recordings of popular music now 
available on CD [13] 

Movie material in thc home is brought to life by multi
channel digital audio. As directors and sound engineers are 
learning to take full advantage of the format, new release 
movies arc delivering powerful and interesting surround 

~"l. 
J.6 Sound Enhancements 

Many surround products and decoders offer proprietary modes 
for surround enhan<:ement Synthesiling additional ,urround 
channels can enhance conventional stcreo recordings. 
Although such systems may produce a 'surround sound' dIect. 
it is the result ofaprocessing algorithm mtherthan the inten_ 
tion of the recording artist. While being a useful selling fea
turethcyarcoftcn fatiguing to listcnto for extended pcriods 

For source material already in a surround sound fonnat, 
the unit may add additional ambience or acoustical pre.~ence. 

Movic sound tracks are intended for playback in thc 
environment of a large theatre . To recreate this sound ill the 
home theatre, the system must be accurately set up and 
calibrated. Additional processing can be uscd to com~nsate 
for the difference in frequency response and acoustical 
properties of the smaller home theatre. The LucasFilm THX 
company offers a range of technology and certification of 
equipment for this purpose [14]. 

Advances in signal processing algorithms and hanlware 
will continue to provide greater scope for sound 
enhancements. Consllmer products will adopt these as 
prodnct features and ditferentiators. 

J.7 Virtual Surround Sound 

Multi-channel surround fonnats raise an issne of convenience 
for cOIlSWllers. Setting up a full speaker array can be costly 
and impractical in domestic situations. Some interesting 
technologies are now emerging in COn.~umer products to 
address this. 
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Thc tcnn 'vima! surround' is being used to dcscribe 
prodncts that create the impression of a surround sound system 
using headphones or two speakers [9]. The surround speaker 
feeds, which ""uuld nonnally be fed to a complete speaker 
array, are processed to add spatial information 

Over headphones a binaural signal can create the 
impression of virtual speakers around the listener. Binaural 
impulse responses can be convolved with the speaker feed 
signals adding directionality and spatial characteristics [15]' 
For headphonc listening, binaurally processed virtual surrollnd 
can be vastly superior to a simple 2 channel down mix. 

Using two speakers, specially designed filters can be used 
to create the illusion of sOlmd image locations beyond the span 
of the speakers. These filter:; cunsist of the head related 
transfer function of the de~ired virtual sound source position 
combined with the inveNe of tlle hcad relatcd transfer function 
"factual ,poaker. The nct effcct is to use the physical speakers 
to excite the Iist~ner's eardrums with a signal approximating 
that whieh would be experienced had the sound source been 
elsewhere (the virtual source location). 

The roar surround channels are processed in this way and 
mixcd into the front stereo channels to create the impression of 
a diffuse sound field to the side or behind the listener. With 
thi s type of system, there is a tmde off between the quality of 
the effect and the range of listening locations it will cover 
('sweet spot' size). Thcse transaural systCtns arc well suited to 
an individual listener in a known location [9] 

4 FUTURE TRENDS 
A significant furce in the development of consumer surround 
sound is the available media. Home video material is the 
largest SOllree of snrroWld program material. Currently most 
of this is in matrix surround format (stereo VHS, cable or 
difC(;t TV). The number of titles released on nvo will 
continue to incrcase and more ofthcse will oJler full surround 
audiotmcks. 

Without being an official standard, the 5.1 speaker 
configuration (Figure 5) is becoming the dominant C<)nsumer 
configuration. Consumer amplifiers supporting full surrollnd 
decoding and speaker outputs wi!] become more affordable. 
With a growing inslalled base of surround sound systems, 
more TV programs and andio only matcrial will support the 
Dew multi-channel formats. Computer !,'3mes and multi-media 
will also embrace and support this format as the oomputer 
becomes integrated into the borne-entertainment system. 

As mcdia capacity and process ing ability increase, thc cost 
of multi_channel audio systems will decrease. It is likely that 
several audio formats will C\'olvc for even more channels 
Already higher order systems are used in custom installations 
like theme park rides and specialty theatres such as IMAX 

The installation of large speaker anays will be justified for 
theatres and public spaces but will not be practical fur the 
domestic market. Even five speakers present a logistics 
problem in the average home theatre. There will be an 
increasing trend in technologies for reproducing higher order 
surround fonnats O\'er a reduced number of,peakers 

High capacity sources, such as the DVD, will coutain the 
individual speaker feeds to allow the use of a full array. In 
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addition to decodi ng the surround sound, players and 
amplifiers will pcrfonn processing to make optimal use of the 
speaker setup the listener i, using. Cordless beadphones and 
personal speaker armys will del iverhigb qual ity sl'ati al sound 
Personal complller or viewing tenninals will use passive video 
techniques to locate the listener and optimize tl"ansaural audio 
dclivcry [ lO]' 

As the number of channels increases, multi·channel audio 
and truc 3D snood begin to merge. IDtimately audio will be 
represented as sound events or samples with specified 
locations and acoustical environments. Intelligent playern will 
render this audio infonuation taking into account the listeuern 
speaker configuration and listening environment. Audio 
compositions will become virtual audio landscapes in which 
the listener is free to mam and explore or simply pull up a 
virtual chair, sit down and listen 
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